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 Steganography is a part of information hiding in covering the hidden 

message in any medium such as text, image, audio, video and others. This 

paper concerns about the implementation of steganography in text domain 

called text steganography. It intends to concentrate on letter-based technique 

as one of the representative techniques in text steganography. This paper 

displays some techniques of letter-based that is integrated in one system 

technique displayeed in a logical and physical design. The integrated system 

is evaluated using some parameter that is used in order to discover the 

performance in term of capacity after embedding process and the time 

consuming in the development process. This paper is anticipated to 

contribute in describing the implementation of the techniques in one system 

and to display the performance some parameter evaluation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Steganography is best known as the knowledge of art and science in hiding messages of data that 

cannot be recognized by human vision. The private information is a main idea of steganography in 

developing the performance implemented as a part of classification in information hiding and information 

security [1-3]. The category of steganography is divided into two kind part implementations that are technical 

steganography and natural language steganography. Steganography that is developed via text system could be 

called natural language steganography, whereas steganography in other medium is called technical 

steganography [4]. Text steganography able to conceal the hidden information become unnoticeable [5] by a 

stranger to detect as it is directed to send the hidden information to the true receiver [6]. There are two other 

sub-categories of natural language steganography. The first is linguistic steganography. This type of 

steganography is dependable with linguistic order of sentence in the text. The second is text steganography 

that manipulates parts of text that are word, line, space and any other criteria related with the text in order to 

hide the message [7, 8]. This paper intends to focus on text steganography category by looking at feature-

based technique. This technique covers hidden message based on pattern letter or length of the word that 

conceals and seem nothing changes happen in the text. Meanwhile, feature-based can define as a technique 

that altered unique feature characteristic in text based on code word [9]. It covers hidden message based on 

pattern or length letter of the word that conceals and seem nothing changes happen in the text [10]. 

One of feature-based technique is letter-based that embed the technique the text in any language that 

use A-Z letters. This this paper compare the three techniques on letter-based which are Changing Alphabet 

Letter Patterns (CALP) [11] Curve in Character Subheading (CURVES) and Vertical Straight Line (VERT) 

[12]. CALP uses the unused symbol of ASCII number system for the pattern. The Mapping sequences of this 
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scheme focus on letters ‘i’ and ‘j’ because of those letter have dot (.) in the letter for embedding 0 bit. In 

embedding 1 bit ‘a’, ‘A’, and ‘c’ character will be used. Secondly, CURVE is a scheme that divides the 

English letters into two groups based on the outline of letter shape. The CURVE scheme as stego key is 

based on letter which contain full or partial curvature, which mean that every word that has a curve will be 

identified as group hide 0 bit. In contrast, a letter without any sort of curvature is identified as well as a group 

1 bit. Thirdly, VERT is a scheme that divides English letter into two categories but it is divided by form of 

straight line in of the letters. Similar with CURVES, VERT technique is divides the group letter into two 

group names. The letter that does not have a vertical straight line hide 0 bit and the letter that has vertical line 

character hides 1 bit. 

 

 

2. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 

These three techniques are designed in one interface system in order to compare of each technique 

with some parameter. The process showing how the system works begin with prepares the cover text as the 

medium of text that will embed. Then, the hidden message are also prepares as the input text that will be 

embedded in the cover text. The hidden message will be converted into binary bits that embed in the letter 

chooses based on the selected technique among CALP, CURVE, VERT techniques. The system design uses 

in this paper will be based on logical and physical design that will be explained in the next section. 

 

2.1. Logical model 

The model of the letter-based technique begins with a logical design as a guidance to develop and 

implement the technique in the form of a system. The logical design is a demonstration in term of graphical 

system that shows the process and the flows of data into and out of the system. In this paper, a logical design 

used is a case model and a sequence diagram. The model of use case diagram is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Use case diagram of text steganography technique 

 

 

Figure 1 displays the requirement in letter-based technique of this study. It requires the process of 

inserting cover text and hidden message, and then converting the hidden message into binary bits. This paper 

also implement the sequence diagram to show the process of the system. Sequence diagram is a graphical 

order to presents the arrangement operation process in the system. The sequence diagram of the system is 

shown in Figure 2 as follow. 
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Figure 2. Chart of sequence diagram of text steganography system 
 

 

Figure 2 shows the order process of the proposed system in the cover text and the hidden message 

areas. The hidden message is converted into binary bits. Then, the user has chosen the stego key of the 

selected technique that could generate the stego text in text area.  

 

2.2. Logical model 
The physical design is a graphical representation of a system that showing internal and external 

entities of the system as well as the data flows of these entities. In this section the interface of model letter-

based usingCALP, CURVE and VERT schemes are shown in Figure 3 as follows. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Physical design of the interface letter-based system 
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3. EVALUATION RESULT 

In order to fulfill an essential and specific requirement of methods, it is important to do the 

evaluation procedures. The function of evaluation is to predict the quality of requirements that will be used in 

developing the system [13-16]. This paper use two parameters in order to measure these three techniques 

which are capacity of size bit and embedding time of the systems.  

 

3.1. Capacity of size Bit  

The input datasets in the cover text are investigated using five different types of length character as 

following respectively. The size bits are based on the capacity of size bit of the datasets. In Table 1 illustrates 

the capacity size bit of a cover text with the hidden message. It is similar to the experiment of length 

character that provides five cover texts with hidden messages.  

 

 

Table 1. The size Bit of cover text and hidden message 

No. 
Size bit of Cover Text (CT) 

(Kb) 

Size bit of Hidden Message (HM) 

(Kb) 

1 2508.88 0.126 

2 2742.14 0.202 

3 2099.13 0.280 

4 2643.24 0.356 

5 2777.29 0.430 
6 - 0.504 

7 - 0.576 
8 - 0.650 

9 - 0.726 

10 - 0.804 

 

 

Based on Table 1, there are five random capacity of size bit of cover text and 10 hidden messages 

from the lowest to highest capacity of the size bit. Figure 4 show the amount of size bit of stego text using 

CALP technique as follows. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. The result of capacity of size bit on CALP technique 

 

 

In Figure 4 shows the performance of CALP in parameter of the capacity of size bit on stego text 

toward the hidden message. The larger of the size bit of the hidden message is the larger of size bit capacity 

of stego text. For example, stego text 1 (ST1) begins with 2509.58 kb until it reaches 2516.74 kb in the last 

hidden message. As for size bit CURVE technique it is shown in Figure 5 as follow.  

Based on Figure 5, the size bit of stego text CURVE also increases if the size of the hidden message 

is larger. It shows how ST1 in hidden message 1 is similar to the size bit 2509.28kb and in the last hidden 

message 10 when it reaches 2513.36kb. However, the size bit CURVE is less than CALP technique’s size bit. 
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For example, ST 1 in CURVE technique only started with 2509.28 kb until 2513.36 while the CALP 

technique has the highest size bit reach 2516.74 kb. Finally, the capacity of size bit of VERT technique is 

shown in Figure 6 as follow.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. The result of capacity of size bit on CURVE technique 

  

 

 
 

Figure 6. The result of capacity of size bit on VERT technique 

 

 

In Figure 6 shows that the VERT technique also increased in the number of the size bit capacity, 

however, it is not significant like other technique. A hidden message 1 begins with 2508.97kb and the last 

hidden message only reaches 2509.85kb. Based on the comparison of these three figures, the number of size 

bit of stego text using VERT technique has less number of capacities compared to CURVE and CALP 

techniques.  

 

3.2. Embedding time 

This paper uses parameter of embedding time in order to discover an execution time of each 

technique toward different size bit of cover text. Figure 7 shows the embedding time of the three stego texts 

(ST1, ST2 and ST3) in CALP technique.  

Figure 7 has illustrated the result of embedding time on CALP technique. It found that the 

longest time of the embedding process is occurred in stego text ST2 because cover text 2 has the highest size 

bit capacity which is 2742.15 kb. However, the first hidden message HM 1 is the longest time for embedding 

process, while the second hidden message HM2 is the longest of the execution time is occurred in stego text 

ST2. Next, the result of embedding time in CURVE technique is shown in Figure 8 as follows. 
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Figure 7. The result of embedding time on CALP technique 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8. The result of embedding time on CURVE technique 

 

 

The embedding time process among three stego texts such as ST1, ST2 and ST3 in CURVE 

technique become slightly random in the longest time consuming. As shown in Figure 8, it is found that 

between hidden message HM2 and hidden message HM7 that used in the stego text ST1 and stego text ST2 

have almost produce the similar execution time in the embedding process. However, the longest time in 

embedding process is produced by stego text ST2. Moreover, even the stego text ST3 is the fastest 

embedding time process, hidden message HM10 has produced the fastest embedding time for stego text ST1 

through CURVE technique. Then, The result of embedding time on VERT technique is shown in Figure 9. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 9. The result of embedding time on VERT technique 
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Figure 9 shows the embedding process of VERT technique that almost have similar execution time 

for three stego texts such as ST1, ST2 and ST3 . In general, the VERT can be assumed have the fastest 

execution time of embedding process compared to all techniques. It is because the execution time of 

embedding processes of all hidden message are not reach 25 seconds.  

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

This paper introduces the letter-based technique of text steganography as the part of category of 

feature-based technique. It is comparing three techniques in one system that consist with CALP, CURVE and 

VERT techniques. These three techniques is integrated in one interface system which are displayed in use 

case and sequence diagram of logical design and physical design. This paper also shows the evaluation of 

these three techniques in the system through capacity of size bit and embedding time. Capacity of size bit is 

discovered the highest hidden message that embeds in cover text which is generating the highest capacity of 

size bit. Generally, it can be concluded that the highest capacity of size bit is produced through CALP 

technique and the lowest capacity of size bit is produced through VERT technique. Besides, it also can be 

concluded that the higher size bit of hidden message, the longer time is needed in the embedding process. 
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